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Predicting order of conformational changes
during protein conformational transitions
using an interpolated elastic network model
Mustafa Tekpinar and Wenjun Zheng*
Department of Physics, University at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14260

ABSTRACT
The decryption of sequence of structural
events during protein conformational
transitions is essential to a detailed
understanding of molecular functions
of various biological nanomachines.
Coarse-grained models have proven useful by allowing highly efficient simulations of protein conformational dynamics. By combining two coarse-grained
elastic network models constructed
based on the beginning and end conformations of a transition, we have developed an interpolated elastic network
model to generate a transition pathway
between the two protein conformations.
For validation, we have predicted the
order of local and global conformational
changes during key ATP-driven transitions in three important biological nanomachines (myosin, F1 ATPase and chaperonin GroEL). We have found that the
local conformational change associated
with the closing of active site precedes
the global conformational change leading to mechanical motions. Our finding
is in good agreement with the distribution of intermediate experimental structures, and it supports the importance of
local motions at active site to drive or
gate various conformational transitions
underlying the workings of a diverse
range of biological nanomachines.
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INTRODUCTION
Protein conformational dynamics1,2 is critically involved in many biomolecular functions ranging from enzymatic catalysis3–5 to allosteric regulation.6–11 Protein dynamics spans a wide range of temporal scales (from
femtoseconds to seconds) and spatial scales (from atomic fluctuations to collective domain motions). Among various protein functions, the workings of
a number of biological nanomachines (including widely-studied molecular
motors like myosin,12 F1 ATPase,13 and chaperonin GroEL14) are thought
to rely on highly coordinated conformational transitions between a series of
biochemical states, some of which have been captured by X-ray crystal structures. However, it remains extremely challenging to experimentally probe
or computationally model the transient intermediates of these key transitions, which hold keys to the dynamic mechanism of these fascinating
nanomachines.
In complement with experimental efforts for probing protein dynamics at
atomic resolution (such as NMR15,16 and time-resolved X-ray crystallography17), structure-based computer modeling promises to elucidate the fine
details of protein conformational changes. Given multiple crystal structures
of a protein at different functional states, structural analysis is widely used to
identify dynamic domains undergoing rigid-body motions,18–20 and the residues involved in local conformational changes between these states.21–24 To
assist the visualization of conformational transitions between two crystal
structures, several morphing techniques25,26 have been developed to generate movies of chemically feasible conformations, although the biological relevance of these interpolated transition pathways remain uncertain. To obtain
detailed dynamic information from static protein structures, atomistic molecular dynamics (MD)27 and related methods (such as targeted MD28 and
biased MD29) have been employed to probe protein conformational fluctuations and transitions. Nevertheless, the atomistic MD simulations of protein
dynamics are limited to a time-scale range of nanoseconds ~ microseconds30
despite fast advancing computing technology.
To overcome the time-scale barrier for MD simulations, a variety of
coarse-grained models31,32 have been developed to simulate protein conformational dynamics with greater efficiency. For example, the Go model,33
constructed based on the native residue contacts of a folded protein, has
been successfully used to simulate conformational transitions between known
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protein structures.34 Of particular interest to the present
study is the elastic network model (ENM),35–37 which represents a protein structure as a network of Ca atoms with
neighboring ones connected by springs with a uniform
force constant.38 The normal mode analysis (NMA) of
ENM often yields a handful of low-frequency modes that
dominate the large-scale conformational changes observed
between two protein crystal structures.37,39,40 Numerous
studies have established ENM as an efficient and robust
means to tease out the functionally relevant conformational
dynamics from protein structures with no limit in time scale
or system size (for reviews, see Refs. 41–43). Indeed, ENM
has formed the basis of several computational methods
for modeling protein conformational transitions.44–47 In
an earlier study,46 we proposed the mixed-ENM technique to sample conformational space using a doublewell potential,45–47,48 which is built from two ENM
potentials constructed based on the beginning and end
conformations of a transition. A similar approach (plastic
network model) was proposed by Maragakis and Karplus.45 In another related study by Delarue and coworkers, a transition path was generated by minimizing
an ENM-based action function.47 Although the applications of these techniques have produced biologically
interesting results,44–49 systematic validation remains to
be done. In an effort toward this goal, Weiss and Levitt
performed an evaluation of several coarse-grained
morphing techniques by assessing how closely the modeled transition pathways approach intermediate crystal
structures of five proteins.50
In this study, we will generalize the mixed-ENM
formulation46 by proposing a coarse-grained transition
pathway modeling method named interpolated-ENM
(iENM). The key idea of iENM is to solve the saddle
points of a general double-well potential function constructed from two ENM potential functions based at the
beginning and end conformations of a transition. This
mathematical problem is converted to the search for the
minima of a linear interpolation of the above two ENM
potential functions (see ‘‘Methods’’ section). Besides its
generality, the iENM aims to improve the accuracy of
mixed-ENM method.46 The mixed-ENM method uses
the second order expansion of an ENM potential to enable an algebraic solution to the saddle point equation.46
However, the accuracy of such expansion decreases significantly as we sample conformations further away from
the minimal-energy structure. Therefore, the mixed-ENM
method is not suitable for modeling large conformational
changes. In this work, we will remedy this inaccuracy by
exactly solving the saddle point equation (see Methods)
to generate a pathway between the beginning and end
conformations of a transition. The new protocol is highly
efficient thanks to the use of a sparse linear equation
solver in place of a more expensive eigen-solver (see
Methods). In addition, the mixed-ENM method takes no
account of residue-residue interactions absent from the
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beginning or end conformation of a transition.46 So it is
prone to residue-residue collisions, especially when the
conformation change is large. To reduce residue-residue
collisions, we will include a new steric energy term in
addition to the elastic energy of ENM.
For validation, we will apply iENM to the ATP-driven
conformational transitions in three biological nanomachines (myosin,12 F1 ATPase,13 and GroEL14). We will
critically assess the iENM-predicted transition pathways
by evaluating how well they predict the order of local
and global conformational changes in these tiny motors.
In all three cases, iENM predicts that the local conformational change at the ATP-binding site precedes the global
conformational change leading to large mechanical movement. This prediction is in good agreement with the
order of structural events deduced from the intermediate
crystal structures of these proteins. Our finding supports
the importance of local motions at active site to drive or
gate various conformational transitions underlying the
workings of a diverse range of biological nanomachines.
METHODS
Elastic network model (ENM)

In an ENM, a protein structure is represented as a network of Ca atoms whose minimal-energy (or equilibrium)
conformation is given by a crystal structure. A harmonic
potential accounts for the elastic interaction between two
Ca atoms that lie within a cutoff distance Rc (set to
10 Å46). The potential energy function of ENM is38
EENM ¼

N X
i1
1X
Cij hðRc  dij0 Þðdij  dij0 Þ2 ;
2 i¼2 j¼1

ð1Þ

where dij is the distance between the Ca atoms i and j, d0ij
is the value of dij as given in a crystal structure, N is the
number of Ca atoms, and h(x) is the Heaviside function.
Cij is the force constant of the spring between the Ca
atoms i and j. Cij is set to 10 for chemically bonded residues51 (j 5 i  1), and 1 otherwise (the unit of Cij can be
arbitrarily chosen without changing the modeling results).
The ENM potential energy can be expanded near a
given conformation X* to the second order:
1
EENM ðXÞ  EENM ðX Þ þ dX T G þ dX T H dX;
2

ð2Þ

where dX 5 X 2 X*, G* 5 !EENM|X5X* is the gradient
of EENM at X 5 X*, and H* is a 3N 3 3N Hessian matrix
given by
H ¼

N X
i1
X

Cij hðRc  dij0 ÞH ij ;

ð3Þ

i¼2 j¼1

where the elements of the 3N 3 3N matrix Hij are given
by

Elastic Network Model

ij
Hai0 ;bj0


i
1 @2 h
0 2 
¼
ðdij  dij Þ 

2 @ai0 @bj0

;

ð4Þ

X¼X

where ai 5 xi , yi , zi , (bj 5 xj , yj , zj ) is the x, y, z
component of the Cartesian coordinates of the Ca atom
0
0
i (j ). Note that the matrix elements of Hij are nonzero
0
0
0
0
0
only if (i 5 i and j 5 j), or (i 5 j and j 5 i), or (i 5
0
0
0
i and j 5 i), or (i 5 j and j 5 j).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Transition pathway modeled by iENM

We consider an arbitrary double-well potential function F(E1,E2) with two minima at the beginning and end
conformations of a transition. It satisfies: F(E1,E2)  E1
if E1  E2, and F(E1,E2)  E2 if E2  E1, where E1 and
E2 are two single-well potentials. Remarkably, the transition pathways generated by iENM (see later) are independent of the mathematic form of F(E1,E2) which varied
in previous studies.45,46,52 The saddle points (SP) of
F(E1,E2) are solved as follows:
0 ¼ rFðE1 ; E2 Þ ¼

@F
@F
rE1 þ
rE2 ;
@E1
@E2

ð5Þ

which is equivalent 
to solving the following equation
8
9
@F
: @F þ @F ;)
(after setting k ¼ @E
@E1
@E2
1
0 ¼ krE1 þ ð1  kÞrE2 ;

ð6Þ

where k is a parameter of interpolation that varies from
@F
@F
1 to 0 (assuming @E
 0 and @E
 0). Therefore, the
1
2
problem of solving SP for the double-well potential function F(E1,E2) is converted to the problem of finding the
minima of a linearly interpolated potential function kE1
1 (1 2 k)E2. Alternatively, Eq. (6) gives a set of minimal-energy crossing points between E1 and E2 where E1
5 E2 is at minimum.
Based on the above general formulation, we propose
an iENM protocol based on a double-well potential
F(EENM1 1 Ecol, EENM2 1 Ecol), where EENM1 and EENM2
are two ENM potential functions [see Eq. (1)] based at
the beginning and end conformations of a transition,
and Ecol is a steric collision energy defined as follows:
Ecol ¼

N X
i2
1X
Ccol hðRcol  dij Þðdij  Rcol Þ2 ;
2 i¼3 j¼1

ð7Þ

where Rcol 5 4 Å, Ccol 5 10, and chemically bonded residue pairs (j 5 i  1) are excluded. The addition of Ecol
penalizes steric collisions between residues whose Ca
atoms are within a distance of Rcol.
With the addition of the collision energy, the SPs are
solved by setting !F(EENM1 1 Ecol, EENM2 1 Ecol) 5 0

which is equivalent to solving the following SP equation
(the SP is represented by XSP):
krEENM1 ðXSP Þ þ ð1  kÞrEENM2 ðXSP Þ þ rEcol ðXSP Þ ¼ 0;
ð8Þ
As k varies from 1 to 0, XSP traces a pathway that connects the beginning and end conformations of a transition. Because this pathway passes all possible SPs, it gives
a ‘‘universal’’ minimum-energy path regardless of the
detailed form of F(E1, E2).46 iENM will output the
above pathway as the predicted pathway for the given
transition.
We solve Eq. (8) by using the following iterative procedure to find the minima of the linearly interpolated
potential function kEENM1 1 (1 2 k) EENM2 1 Ecol with
the Newton-Raphson method:
1. Initialization: set n50, XSP,0 5 X1, which is the Ca
coordinates of the beginning conformation.
2. Given XSP,n, calculate
rEENM2 ½rEENM2 þrEcol 
to minimize
k ¼ kn ¼  ½rEENM1jrE
rE
j2
ENM1

ENM2

|k!EENM1 1 (1 2 k)! EENM2 1 !Ecol|.
3. Calculate Rn 5 kn !EENM1 1 (1 2 kn)!EENM2 1
!Ecol.
4. If |Rn| < 0.00001, go to Step 7.
5. Displace XSP,n by
dXSP ¼ ½kn H1 þ ð1  kn ÞH2 þ Hcol 1 Rn ;

ð9Þ

where H1, H2, and Hcol are the Hessian matrices calculated for EENM1, EENM2, and Ecol [see Eq. (3)].
6. Go to Step 3.
7. Calculate
XSP;nþ1 ¼ XSP;n þ dXSP and dXSP

dk½kn H1

1

þ ð1  kn ÞH2 þ Hcol  ½rEENM1  rEENM2 ;

ð10Þ

where H1, H2, and Hcol are the Hessian matrices calculated for EENM1, EENM2, and Ecol [see Eq. (3)],
and dk is chosenpso
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ that the magnitude of dXSP is
small (i:e:jdXSP j= N < 0:1Å).
8. Stop if XSP,n11 has reached X2 which is the Ca coordinates of the end conformation, otherwise set n /
n 1 1, then go to Step 2.
The solutions of linear equations in Eqs. (9) and (10)
are obtained using a sparse linear equation solver CHOLMOD.53 In Eq. (10) we compute an incremental structural displacement dXSP based on the force-induced linear responses—dXSP is calculated as a weighted sum of
all normal modes of the Hessian matrix knH1 1 (1 2
kn)H2 1 Hcol. Because the weight of each normal mode
is inversely proportional to its eigenvalue, the collective
PROTEINS
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motions described by the lowest modes are favorably
sampled along the transition pathway.
Transition Pathway Modeled by
Mixed-ENM

In a previous study,46 we solved Eq. (6) approximately
by using the following 2nd order expansion of an ENM
potential:
1
EENM1 ðXÞ  ðX T  X1T ÞH1 ðX  X1 Þ
2
1
EENM2 ðXÞ  ðX T  X2T ÞH2 ðX  X2 Þ;
2

ð11Þ

where H1 (H2) is the Hessian matrix calculated for
EENM1 (EENM2) at the beginning conformation X1 (end
conformation X2).
The approximate solution of Eq. (6)46 is
XSP ¼ ½kH1 þ ð1  kÞH2 1 ½kH1 X1 þ ð1  kÞH2 X2 :
ð12Þ
To remove the contributions of translational and rotational modes for the beginning and end conformations,
we project out the eigenvectors of these modes from XSP.
As k varies from 1 to 0, XSP traces a pathway that connects the beginning and end conformations of a transition.46
Assessment of Transition Progress Using
Reaction Coordinates

The predicted transition pathway allows us to determine the order of conformational changes involving different parts of a protein (for example, the ATP-binding
site which pertains to the biochemical processes of ATP
binding, hydrolysis and product release). For this purpose, the following reaction coordinate (RC) is defined
for an intermediate conformation of a given part S54:
2
.


RCS ¼ ðdXS dXS;obs Þ dXS;obs  ;

ð13Þ

where dXS is the displacement vector of part S from the
beginning conformation of a transition to a given intermediate conformation, and dXS,obs is the observed displacement of part S from the beginning conformation to
the end conformation of a transition. RCS measures the
motional progress of part S in the direction of a transition. RCS 5 0 at the beginning of a transition, and RCS
5 1 at the end of a transition. For two different parts
(named S1 and S2) in an intermediate conformation, if
RCS1 > RCS2, then S1’s movement precedes S2’s movement.
We choose to use the reaction coordinate rather than
RMSD when comparing predicted pathways with experi-
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mental structures for the following reason. The reaction
coordinate focuses on the structural motions along the
direction of a conformational transition [given by dXS,obs
in Eq. (13)], while the motions/fluctuations orthogonal
to dXS,obs are excluded. Therefore, it allows us to deduce
the motional order along the direction of a transition despite large fluctuations in orthogonal directions which
are probably present in a large set of experimental structures solved under different conditions (various crystal
symmetries, mutations, ligands, etc). So a small RMSD
from experimental structures may not be expected for a
correctly predicted pathway. Indeed, we have found only
slight reduction of minimal RMSD from experimental
structures when comparing the iENM pathways with alternative ones generated by mixed-ENM and morph
server (see Supporting Information Fig. S1).
RESULTS
We will first show the improvement of iENM over
mixed-ENM in generating an energetically favorable
pathway. Then, we will apply iENM to the ATP-driven
conformational transitions in three biological nanomachines (myosin,12 F1 ATPase,13 and GroEL14). We will
critically assess the iENM-predicted transition pathways
by predicting the order of local and global conformational changes in these tiny motors. The predictions will
be evaluated in comparison with the order of structural
events deduced from the experimental structures of these
proteins.
Energetic comparison between iENM
pathway and mixed-ENM pathway

To assess the energetic favorability of iENM pathways,
we have calculated two ENM potential functions based
on the beginning and end conformations of a transition
(EENM1 and EENM2), and the linearly interpolated energy
kEENM1 1 (1 2 k)EENM2. The energy calculations are
done for the intermediate conformations along the transition pathways generated by iENM and mixed-ENM. In
all three cases (myosin,12 F1 ATPase,13 and GroEL14),
the intermediate conformations of the iENM pathway
have lower energy than that of the mixed-ENM pathway
(see Fig. 1). This improvement is attributed to the more
accurate calculation of ENM potential energy by iENM
than mixed-ENM (the latter is based on the approximation given in Eq. (11) of Methods). Although the ENM
potential energy does not accurately describe the chemical interactions in a protein structure, it gives a reasonable assessment of deviations from the native-like Ca–Ca
distances between residues in contact. Therefore, the
iENM pathway is energetically more favorable than the
mixed-ENM pathway by better preserving the native-like
residue-residue contacts in both the beginning and end
conformations of a transition. Nevertheless, energetic

Elastic Network Model

Figure 1
Energy of intermediate conformations along the iENM (blue) and
mixed-ENM (red) transition pathways for (a) myosin’s recovery stroke;
(b) open-to-close transition of F1 ATPase; (c) T-to-R@ transition of
chaperonin GroEL. The ENM potential energy based on the beginning
conformation [EENM1, see Eq. (1)], the end conformation [EENM2, see
Eq. (1)], and the linearly interpolated energy kEENM1 1 (1 2 k)EENM2
are shown as dash-dot, dashed and solid lines. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.
com.]

favorability alone does not validate the correctness of a
predicted pathway. Next, we will perform a more stringent test of the iENM pathways by using experimental
structures of myosin,12 F1 ATPase,13 and GroEL.14
Myosin’s transition of recovery stroke

Myosins12, a superfamily of actin-based ATP-powered
motor proteins, are involved in diverse functions ranging
from muscle contraction to intracellular transportation.55
Myosin has been under extensive investigations by biochemical, biophysical, genetic and structural studies (see
reviews56–58). Mounting evidence has outlined a mechanochemical coupling mechanism involving a cascade of ATPdriven conformational transitions between a series of
biochemical states—these conformational transitions are
thought to orchestrate allosteric couplings among actin
binding/release, ATPase events and force generation. The
primary kinetic cycle of a monomeric actomyosin has been
outlined by extensive kinetic studies,59–61 which consists of
at least six biochemical states:
A-M ! A-M-ATP ! M-ATP ! M-ADP-Pi
! A-M-ADP-Pi ! A-M-ADP ! A-M
ðA : actin; M : myosin; Pi : g-phosphateÞ
Starting from the nucleotide-free A-M state (rigor state),
ATP binding dissociates myosin from actin. Then ATP

hydrolysis leads to a transition from the M-ATP state to
the M-ADP-Pi state, which is accompanied by an upward
rotation of a lever arm (the force-generating component
of myosin) to a primed position (named recovery
stroke). Next, actin binding accelerates Pi release from
myosin, resulting in force generation (powerstroke) as
the lever arm rotates downward.56–58 Subsequent release
of ADP returns myosin to the A-M state for the next
cycle.
For the lack of actin-bound myosin crystal structures,
we will focus on the transition from M-ATP state to MADP-Pi state, which occurs when myosin is detached
from actin. During this transition, ATP hydrolysis is
accompanied by the closing of its active site [comprised
of highly conserved ATP-binding motifs including P
loop, switch I and switch II, see Fig. 2(a)], and an
upward rotation of the converter subdomain [see Fig.
2(a)] which primes the lever arm for subsequent force
generation.56–58 It is widely believed that the above conformational changes are allosterically coupled via a number of key structural elements—including several flexible
joints 62 [such as relay helix and SH1 helix, see Fig.
2(a)], and a central b-sheet.63–66
The conformational couplings and transitions in myosin have been investigated by ENM in previous studies.46,54,67–70 Although the recovery stroke has been
studied by various computational methods,71–77 the
causal relationship between various structural events
remains controversial. Fischer et al. simulated a minimalenergy pathway from M-ATP state to M-ADP-Pi state,
which showed that the closing of switch II at the active
site triggers an amplifying cascade of conformational
changes along the relay helix toward the converter.71
Alternatively, Cui and coworkers performed a targeted
MD simulation from M-ATP state to M-ADP-Pi state,
which suggested that the local conformational change at
active site that allows ATP hydrolysis is gated by and
therefore follows the rotation of converter.72
To resolve the above controversy, we have generated an
iENM transition pathway from a Dictyostelium myosin
structure at M-ATP state (PDB code: 1FMW) to one at
M-ADP-Pi state (PDB code: 1VOM). The missing residues
of the two crystal structures are added by the MODLOOP
server.78 Then we have calculated the reaction coordinates
(RClocal and RCglobal, see Methods) for the active site (residues 179-186, 233-238, and 454-459) and the myosin
motor domain (residues 81-747, after excluding the
weakly conserved SH3 domain of the N-terminal subdomain) to quantify the progress of their conformational
changes during the transition. The above calculations are
performed not only for the intermediate conformations
along the iENM pathway, but also for 85 intermediate
crystal structures of various myosins gleaned from Protein
Data Bank (see Supporting Information Table S1). The
myosin crystal structures are assigned to three biochemical
states (M-ATP, M-ADP-Pi, A-M state) based on the
PROTEINS
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Figure 2
Results of transition pathway modeling for myosin’s recovery stroke: (a) Superposition of the beginning conformation (PDB code: 1FMW, shown as
opaque cartoons) and the end conformation (PDB code: 1VOM, shown as transparent cartoons) of the transition: residues in the beginning
conformation are colored according to their motional order (for example, early-moving residues are colored red, late-moving ones are colored blue,
intermediate ones are colored green), the active-site residues are circled and shown as thick tubes, key structural components are labeled, an
upward rotation of converter is shown by a curved arrow. (b) Local and global reaction coordinates (RClocal and RCglobal) for intermediate
conformations on iENM pathway (red), mixed-ENM pathway (green) and morph-server-generated pathway (blue), and myosin crystal structures at
M-ATP state (cyan), M-ADP-Pi state (purple), A-M state (yellow). RClocal (RCglobal) quantifies the progress of conformational change of active site
(entire myosin motor domain) along a transition pathway—it is 0 for the beginning conformation and 1 for the end conformation.

RMSD of active-site residues relative to three representative myosin structures (PDB code: 1FMW, 1VOM, 1W8J).
The iENM pathway overlaps well with the myosin
crystal structures at M-ATP state and M-ADP-Pi state on
the RC-plane [see Fig. 2(b)], and they are distributed
within the region where RClocal > RCglobal (except for
three outliers, including two switch II-mutants (PDB
code: 1W9I and 1W9K)). So we infer that the local conformational change (closing of active site) precedes the
global conformational change of myosin motor domain
(dominated by a large rotation of converter). In comparison, the mixed-ENM pathway suggests a qualitatively
similar order of local and global structural events,
although it does not overlap well with the crystal structures at M-ATP state [see Fig. 2(b)]. As a control, we
have also assessed an interpolated pathway generated by
a popular morph server,79 which predicts synchronized
progressing of both local and global conformational
changes and deviates significantly from the crystal structures on the RC-plane [see Fig. 2(b)].
To map the motional order of individual residues
along the iENM pathway, we use the following procedure: first, we determine for each residue its ‘crossover
conformation’ on the iENM pathway where the residue’s
Ca atom is at equal distance from its beginning and end
positions of the transition; then, we sort all residues
according to the order of their crossover conformations
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along the iENM pathway. In agreement with the results
of RC calculations [see Fig. 2(b)], the motions of ATPbinding residues (such as switch I and switch II) occur
early, while the motions of converter residues occur late
[see Fig. 2(a)]. Interestingly, the motions of the wedge
loop and the N-terminus of relay helix also occur early
during the transition [see Fig. 2(a)], which agrees with a
recent study that found the local transitions in these
structural elements are required for turning on the
ATPase activity.73
Our finding is consistent with a causal relationship by
which ATP hydrolysis causes a subsequent upward rotation of the converter,71 which is energetically more
favorable than an alternative order by which an upward
rotation of the converter precedes the closing of active
site.72 Our finding agrees with a previous simulation of
recovery stroke using a minimal-energy pathway,71 but
not with another simulation study based on Targeted
MD.72 One caveat of the minimal-energy pathway is its
lack of consideration of structural fluctuations.72
Although structural fluctuations are not explicitly considered in iENM, given the coarse-grained nature and
robustness of ENM,43 we think it is unlikely that structural fluctuations would qualitatively alter the iENM-predicted pathway. The finding of good agreement with myosin crystal structures [see Fig. 2(b)] further supports the
qualitative correctness of iENM pathway.

Elastic Network Model

It is interesting that the myosin crystal structures
assigned to the A-M state (rigor-like state63–66) also fall
on the iENM pathway [see Fig. 2(b)]. Because the A-M
state can be viewed as an intermediate state during the
reverse transition from M-ADP-Pi state to M-ATP state,
we infer that a reversed sequence of structural events
may occur during the above transition. Namely, the
downward rotation of converter precedes the opening of
active site that allows the release of Pi and ADP.80,81 A
more realistic modeling of the above transition requires a
proper treatment of actin-myosin binding,54 which is
beyond the scope of this study.
Open-to-close transition of F1 ATPase

F1 ATPase13 (referred to as F1 hereafter) is a globular
catalytic moiety of F0F1-ATP synthase, a giant supramolecular machine that utilizes the energy of proton motive
force across the mitochondrial membrane to synthesize
ATP (see a recent review82). F1 forms a hexamer (a3b3)
consisting of three b subunits sandwiched between three
a subunits,13 which encloses a central stalk comprised of
gde subunits.83 Three catalytic sites and three non-catalytic sites are located at the interfaces between adjacent a
and b subunits.13 The former are comprised of highly
conserved catalytic residues from b subunit (including
Walker A or P loop motif84) and a subunit. F1 hydrolyzes ATP to generate a counterclockwise rotation of g
subunit (as viewed from membrane).85
Decades of biochemical studies have found that nucleotide binding and hydrolysis are highly cooperative
among the three catalytic sites in F1.86–89 To account
for the cooperative ATPase in F1, a ‘‘binding change’’
mechanism90 has been proposed and widely accepted. It
postulates that the g subunit rotates during ATP hydrolysis to facilitate a cooperative change in the nucleotidebinding affinity of three catalytic sites. High resolution
structural studies have offered critical support to the
binding change mechanism. The landmark crystal structure of bovine F113 (PDB code: 1BMF) has captured a
snapshot of three structurally distinct catalytic sites. The
empty E-site, AMPPNP-bound TP-site and ADP-bound
DP-site are located at aE-bE, aTP-bTP and aDP-bDP interface, respectively.13 E-site and bE subunit adopt an open
conformation.13 TP-site, DP-site, and associated b subunits (bTP and bDP) are in a closed conformation.13 A
cyclic conformational transition is thought to convert Esite, TP-site and DP-site to TP-site, DP-site and E-site
and lead to a 1208 rotation of g subunit.13 However, the
dynamic details of this transition remain unclear. In
complement with the crystal structures of F1, single-molecule imaging studies have offered valuable information
for F1 dynamics. The g subunit undergoes a 1208 rotation per ATP hydrolyzed,91,92 which is resolved into
four stages: ATP-waiting dwell, 808 substep following
ATP binding, catalytic dwell, and 408 substep linked to

the release of a hydrolysis product.93,94 During the 1208
g rotation, ATP binding and cleavage occur at two different catalytic sites,94 and a third catalytic event occurs at
a third site.95 Thus all three catalytic sites participate
sequentially to drive the 1208 g rotation.95
A variety of computational methods have been applied
to F1 including kinetic modeling96,97 and structurebased molecular simulations. All-atom molecule simulations were utilized in free energy calculations of nucleotide binding,98,99 QM/MM calculations of catalysis,100,101 and MD simulations of structural changes in
F1.102–105 Recently, coarse-grained models, including Go
model106 and ENM,107,108 have been employed to simulate conformational transitions in F1. A popular mechanistic model of F1 postulates that ATP binding, by progressively forming hydrogen bonds between ATP and P
loop,109 drives an open-to-close conformational change
of bE subunit which subsequently pushes g subunit to
rotate like a camshaft.110 However, it remains unknown
at atomic or residue level how the binding and release of
nucleotide are coupled to the global conformational
changes in F1.106–108
To probe the allosteric coupling between nucleotide
binding and the global conformational change in a b
subunit of F1, we have generated an iENM transition
pathway from the open conformation (bE) to the closed
conformation (bTP) of b subunit in a bovine F1 structure
(PDB code: 1BMF). Then we have calculated the reaction
coordinates (RClocal and RCglobal, see Methods) for the
active site (residues 159–164, 186–188, 256–259, and
308-309111) and the entire b subunit to quantify the
progress of their conformational changes during the transition. The above calculations are performed not only for
the intermediate conformations along the iENM pathway,
but also for 92 crystal structures of F10 s b subunit
gleaned from Protein Data Bank (see Supporting Information Table S2). The b subunit crystal structures are
assigned to two biochemical states (nucleotide-free state
and nucleotide-bound state) based on the RMSD of
active-site residues relative to two representative b subunit structures (PDB code: 1BMF, bE and bTP subunits).
The iENM pathway is distributed within the region
where RClocal > RCglobal [see Fig. 3(b)], which indicates
that the closing of catalytic site (E-site) precedes the
open-to-close conformational change in b subunit. While
most b subunit crystal structures are distributed near
(0,0) or (1,1) on the RC-plane [see Fig. 3(b)], one
ADP:AlF4--bound structure (PDB code: 1H8E, chain E)
with a half-closed catalytic site112 is located far from
(0,0) and (1,1), and it sits right on the iENM pathway
[see Fig. 3(b)], which lends support to the order of
structural events predicted by iENM. In comparison, the
mixed-ENM pathway predicts a qualitatively similar
order of local and global structural events, although it
deviates slightly from the ADP: AlF4--bound b subunit
structure112 [see Fig. 3(b)]. As a control, we have also
PROTEINS
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Figure 3
Results of transition pathway modeling for the open-to-close transition of F1 ATPase: (a). Superposition of the beginning conformation (PDB code:
bE subunit of 1BMF, shown as opaque cartoons) and the end conformation (PDB code: bTP subunit of 1BMF, shown as transparent cartoons) of
the transition: residues in the beginning conformation are colored according to their motional order (for example, early-moving residues are
colored red, late-moving ones are colored blue, intermediate ones are colored green), the active-site residues are circled and shown as thick tubes,
key structural components are labeled, a large rotation of the C-terminal domain is shown by a curved arrow. (b). Local and global reaction
coordinates (RClocal and RCglobal) for intermediate conformations on iENM pathway (red), mixed-ENM pathway (green), morph-server-generated
pathway (blue), and crystal structures of F1’s b subunit at nucleotide-free state (cyan), nucleotide-bound state (purple). RClocal (RCglobal) quantifies
the progress of conformational change of active site (entire b subunit) along a transition pathway—it is 0 for the beginning conformation and 1 for
the end conformation.

assessed an interpolated pathway generated by the morph
server,79 which predicts synchronized progressing of
both local and global conformational changes [see Fig
3(b)]. To map the motional order of individual residues
along the iENM pathway, we sort all residues according
to their crossover conformations [see Fig. 3(a)]. In agreement with the results of RC calculations [see Fig. 3(b)],
the local motions of P loop residues occur early, while
the open-to-close motions of residues on the C-terminal
subdomain occur later during the transition.
To probe the allosteric coupling between nucleotide
release and the global conformational change in a b subunit of F1, we have generated an iENM pathway from
the closed conformation (bDP) to the open conformation
(bE) of b subunit in a bovine F1 structure (PDB code:
1BMF). Because of the high similarity between bDP and
bTP conformations, this transition pathway is essentially
the reverse of the iENM pathway of the open-to-close
transition (bE ? bTP). Therefore, we infer that the opening of catalytic site (DP-site) follows the close-to-open
conformational change in b subunit.
Taken together, the above findings imply the following
two causal relationships between nucleotide binding/
release and the global conformational changes in a b
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subunit: 1. the closing of E-site induced by ATP binding
leads to the open-to-close conformational change of bE
subunit; 2. the close-to-open conformational change of
bDP subunit leads to the opening of DP-site that allows
ADP release. If we further assume that the global conformational changes in bDP/bE subunit are mechanically
coupled to the rotation of g subunit (akin to a camshaft110), then our finding supports the presence of an
intermediate F1 state with all three catalytic sites occupied by nucleotides, which is in agreement with the trisite model of F1.107,108,113
T-to-R@ transition of Chaperonin GroEL

E. coli. chaperonin GroEL is the most extensively studied molecular chaperone that assists protein folding.14
It consists of two heptameric rings stacked back-toback.114 During its reaction cycle, GroEL goes through a
number of biochemical states as triggered by ATPase
activity and interactions with the cochaperonin
GroES.14,115 Beginning from the nucleotide-free T state,
a substrate protein is recognized and bound by GroEL.
Then ATP binding leads to a transition from the T state
to the R state. Next the binding of GroES and ATP hy-

Elastic Network Model

Figure 4
Results of transition pathway modeling for the T-to-R@ transition of chaperonin GroEL: (a) Superposition of the beginning conformation (PDB
code: chain H of 1AON, shown as opaque cartoons) and the end conformation (PDB code: chain A of 1AON, shown as transparent cartoons) of
the transition: residues in the beginning conformation are colored according to their motional order (for example, early-moving residues are
colored red, late-moving ones are colored blue, intermediate ones are colored green), the active-site residues are circled and shown as spheres, key
structural components are labeled, a large displacement of the apical domain is shown by a curved arrow. (b) Local and global reaction coordinates
(RClocal and RCglobal) for intermediate conformations on iENM pathway (red), mixed-ENM pathway (green), morph-server-generated pathway
(blue), and experimental structures of GroEL at T state (cyan), R/R@ state (purple). RClocal (RCglobal) quantifies the progress of conformational
change of active site (entire GroEL subunit) along a transition pathway—it is 0 for the beginning conformation and 1 for the end conformation.

drolysis lead to the R@ state.14,115 The T ? R ? R@ allosteric transitions result in the formation of the cis-ring
which encapsulates the substrate protein. When ATP
binds to the opposite ring (trans ring) the ligands (the
inorganic phosphate, ADP and GroES) are ejected from
the cis ring. The crystal structure of GroEL-GroES complex114 at R@T state and cryo-EM structures of GroEL at
R state116 have offered a glimpse to the structural states
of GroEL. The large conformational changes from T state
to R@ state involve a large twisting and upward displacement of the apical domain and a downward movement
of the intermediate domain associated with the closing of
active site114 [see Fig. 4(a)]. Many computational studies
have been performed to investigate the conformational
dynamics of GroEL.117–133
To probe the allosteric coupling between ATP binding/
hydrolysis and the global conformational change in a
subunit of GroEL, we have generated an iENM transition
pathway from the T state conformation (PDB code:
1AON, chain H) to the R@ state conformation (PDB
code: 1AON, chain A) of a GroEL subunit. Then we have
calculated the reaction coordinates (RClocal and RCglobal,
see Methods) for the active site (residues 31–33, 87, 91,
150, 151, 398, 415, 454, 479–481, 493, 495114) and the
entire subunit to quantify the progress of their conformational changes during the transition. The above calculations are performed for the intermediate conformations

along the iENM pathway, and also for 370 experimental
structures of GroEL gleaned from Protein Data Bank (see
Supporting Information Table S3). The experimental
structures are assigned to T state and R/R@ state based on
the RMSD of active-site residues relative to two representative structures (PDB code: 1AON, chains H and A).
The iENM pathway overlaps well with the experimental structures at T state and R/R@ state on the RC-plane,
including several ATP-bound R-state structures of
GroEL116 which are far from (0,0) or (1,1) [see Fig.
4(b)]. Because the iENM pathway and experimental
structures are mostly distributed within the region where
RClocal > RCglobal (except for a few outliers near (0,0)
and (1,1)), we infer that the local conformational change
(closing of active site) precedes the global conformational
change of GroEL (dominated by a large twisting and
upward displacement of apical domain). In comparison,
the mixed-ENM pathway predicts a qualitatively similar
order of local and global structural events, although it
does not overlap well with the R-state experimental
structures116 [see Fig. 4(b)]. As a control, we have also
assessed an interpolated pathway generated by the morph
server,79 which predicts synchronized progressing of
both local and global conformational changes and deviates significantly from the experimental structures [see
Fig. 4(b)]. To map the motional order of individual residues along the iENM pathway, we sort all residues
PROTEINS
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according to their crossover conformations [see Fig.
4(a)]. In agreement with the results of RC calculations
[see Fig. 4(b)], the motions of several ATP-binding residues [including residues 32, 150, 493, see Fig. 4(a)] occur
early, the motions of residues in apical domain and equatorial domain occur late, while the motions of residues
in intermediate domain occur in between the above two.
Therefore, our finding supports a causal relationship
by which ATP binding induces the global conformational
change that allows encapsulation of a substrate protein.
Our finding agrees with the result of a targeted MD
simulation which predicted a two-step transition in
GroEL.118 Namely, the early downward motion of the
intermediate domain induced by ATP binding triggers
the larger movements of the apical and equatorial
domains.118
The same iENM pathway works for the reverse transition (R@?T), which predicts that the large movement of
apical domain precedes the opening of active site. Taken
together, we can infer the following allosteric coupling
between nucleotide binding of trans ring and nucleotide
release of cis ring in GroEL: ATP binding to the trans
ring causes large conformational changes in the apical
and equatorial domains of the trans ring, which subsequently propagate to the cis ring (via tilting of the equatorial domain117,120), and eventually induce the opening of active sites in the cis ring that releases ADP. A possible test of the above prediction is to trap GroEL-GroES
complex in a crystalline state with both rings bound to
14 nucleotides.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Instead of directly simulating the atomic motions during a protein conformational transition, we aim to qualitatively outline the order of structural events involving
various parts of a protein complex undergoing the transition. The understanding of order of local vs. global structural events will shed light on two competing models for
motor protein functions:
1. Power-stroke model56–58 postulates that the global
mechanical motions are driven by chemical events
such as ATP binding, hydrolysis or product release. It
implies that the local conformational change at active
site precedes the global conformational change responsible for mechanical movement;
2. Brownian ratchet model postulates that the global mechanical motions are driven by thermal fluctuations
and gated by chemical events, which implies that the
local conformational change at active site follows the
global conformational change and locks the new
global conformation72 (assuming the local conformational change at active site is accompanied by a chemical event like ligand binding, which may not be true
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if, for example, the ligand-bound active-site conformation is sampled in the absence of ligand).
Therefore, our finding seems to agree with the order
of local and global conformational changes predicted by
the power-stroke model instead of the Brownian ratchet
model. However, we cannot rule out the latter model
because iENM cannot resolve whether a conformational
transition is driven by chemical energy or thermal energy
(Note: iENM does not model ligand binding explicitly
and neither does it take thermal fluctuations into
account). It is conceivable that both chemical and thermal energy may be utilized to assist the barrier-crossing
events of a conformational transition. So both models
may be relevant to motor protein functions.
In conclusion, by sampling a double-well potential
function constructed from two elastic network models
based on the beginning and end conformations of a transition, we have developed an interpolated elastic network
model to generate a transition pathway between the two
protein conformations, which is independent of the specific form of the double-well potential function. For validation, we have predicted the order of local and global
conformational changes during key ATP-driven transitions in three important biological nanomachines (myosin, F1 ATPase and chaperonin GroEL). We have found
that the local conformational change associated with the
closing of active site precedes the global conformational
change leading to mechanical motions. Our finding is in
good agreement with the distribution of intermediate experimental structures, and it supports the importance of
local motions at active site to drive (via a power-stroke
mechanism) or gate (via a Brownian ratchet mechanism)
various conformational transitions underlying the workings of a diverse range of biological nanomachines. The
iENM method will be made available at a webserver
(enm.lobos.nih.gov).
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